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What is the Race to Zero, and Who is involved?

733 Cities  
31 Regions  
3,067 Businesses  
173 Investors  
624 Education  
37 Healthcare

... And who will be by COP26?

30% Global economy  
25% Total CO2 emissions  
30% Global population

Race to Zero meta-criteria

1. PLEDGE  
Pledge to reach (net)-zero as soon as possible and set an interim target for your fair share of 50% reduction by 2030.

2. PLAN  
Within 12 months of joining, explain what actions will be taken for achieving both interim and longer-term pledges.

3. PROCEED  
Take immediate, meaningful action consistent with the short and long-term targets specified.

4. PUBLISH  
Report progress annually by publishing against your targets on a public platform.
What are the RtZ partner initiatives and why have they formed?
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